Transcript - Lecture - An Evening With Kaye Shinker on Financial Astrology
Online College of Astrology - April 26, 1998
*** chris has entered Lecture Hall from sk20.mindsync.com.
*** chris has left chat.
*** chris has entered Lecture Hall from sk20.mindsync.com.
*** chris has left chat.
*** Margo has entered Lecture Hall from pp-32.convey.ru.
*** Margo has left chat.
*** Ena has entered Lecture Hall from dial21.as1.phoenix.net.
*** shinker has entered Lecture Hall from 167-250-165.ipt.aol.com.
Ena> Hi Kaye...Can you see me?
*** shinker has left chat.
*** shinker has entered Lecture Hall from 167-250-165.ipt.aol.com.
Ena> Hi!
*** Ena has left chat.
*** shinker has left chat.
*** Ena has entered Lecture Hall from dial21.as1.phoenix.net.
Ena> Hello, am I online!
*** Shinker has entered Lecture Hall from 167-250-165.ipt.aol.com.
Ena> Hello...Can you see me?
Shinker> hi
Shinker> do I always use the password shinker
Ena> It's just your name...
Ena> you can say Kaye...or Shinker...
Ena> which ever you'd like!
Ena> This is a Free area...
Ena> don't need a password, et al
Shinker> I'll probably remember shinker because it is my e mail
Ena> Okay!
Ena> What is Financial Astrology?
Ena> Okay.
Shinker> you want me to practice ?it is the study of astrology applied to the
practical study of mundane event it
Shinker> it is the practical...
Shinker> the events...
Shinker> the events of daily living..
*** Shinker has left chat.
*** Ena has left chat.
*** shinker has entered Lecture Hall from 201-88-212.ipt.aol.com.
shinker> setting goals high enough...
shinker> a horse race never starts on time...
shinker> rx mercury gives longevity not profit
shinker> beardstown ladies bought stock in companies they liked the products
shinker> i like the charts of my companies
shinker> the jupiter and saturn lectures are next
shinker> voc moon and mercury rx are basic astrology
shinker> if you have neptune in the fifth natally your a gambler
shinker> my husband the gambler owns the thoroughbreds
shinker> his nept in 5 says that's where $ is
shinker> venus is the hardest planet in business astr
shinker> we'll do her last, she's fickle
*** shinker has left chat.
*** shinker has entered Lecture Hall from 201-88-212.ipt.aol.com.
shinker> next lecture jupiter
shinker> followed by saturn
shinker> nasdaq merges with amex new chart

shinker> venus is hard for astro-economic
shinker> jupiter is in pisces abundant supply of oil
shinker> think what the sign rules
shinker> jupiter gives too much
*** shinker has left chat.
*** shinker has entered Lecture Hall from 175-199-182.ipt.aol.com.
shinker> the last mercury retrograde was a doozie because of the applying
Saturn Mars conjunction
shinker> Saturn in tenth usa chart
shinker> when does uac start..
shinker> may 20
shinker> there are lots of considerations with Venus
shinker> stop and start times are slow
*** shinker has left chat.
*** Ena has entered Lecture Hall from dial42.as2.phoenix.net.
*** Ed has entered Lecture Hall from ts09-14.ctaz.com.
Ena> Hi Ed!
Ena> Just hanging out...doing paper work!
Ed> Hi!
Ena> Everything seem nice and quiet!
Ed> I'm glad you called, I forgot all about this. ("Preoccupied" is an
understatement) :/
Ena> :D
Ed> I'm also glad I set things up earlier, not waiting for today.
Ed> :-)
Ena> I've going through the files here and I'm finding a lot of
corrects/errors...
Ena> AND the individual I'm trying to get isn't coming through really well...
Ena> How difficult is it, if I make html files, to plug them in?
*** Evan has entered Lecture Hall from pppin242.mainz.rhein-zeitung.DE.
Ena> HI EVAN!!
Ed> Into the school? You just have to upload them (using a program called FTP)
Ena> Ed...Evan's in Germany!!!!
Ed> Hi, Evan!
Ed> Guten Tag!
Ed> <g>
Evan> Whoa this is really interesting, I've never done this before
Ena> Evan has a Mac...I hope he can speak! There he goes!!!
Evan> You got to be really fast to keep up
Ena> :D
Ena> We're old pros here...
Evan> Is there any way to save it all?
Evan> I guess
Ena> Evan, Ed's my partner...
Evan> Ah
Ed> Evan, it is being saved and we'll send it to you.
Ena> he's the Technical Director!
Evan> GREAT!@@!!
Ed> No .. no way for you to save it yourself, unfortunately
Evan> Yo, Ed
Evan> Guten Morgen wäre das richtige
Ena> Ed, Evan is another Noel Tyl!
Evan> Do you speak German
Ena> He's in Opera!
Evan> What's a Noel Tyl
Ena> He's a very famous astrologer!

Ed> Wieviel Uhr ist es? (I speak "nur ein bisschen" German .. what I remember
from high school) :-)
Evan> Opera singer, the perfect occupation for someone with a lot of air
Ena> LOL!
Evan> Zwei Uhr morgens
Evan> what's LOL
Ed> Ah.... sounds like the times I'm often hacking around as well.
Ena> Laughing Out Loud...very common on-line
Evan> Right
Evan> This is fun. how come there's only three of us? I expected a crowd
Ena> I thought so too!
Evan> Ed, if you're LOL maybe you know someone with a MAC who can recommend some
good Astrology software
Ena> Ask Ed!
Ed> Not sure, Evan. There is, unfortunately, not too much for Mac.
Evan> Yo Ed, you there?
Evan> Bummer
Ed> Ena, does Astrolabe have Mac versions of their software?
Ena> I DID call Astrolabe, Evan...
Ena> and they told me you could get...
Ena> and from them...
Evan> what's there address
Ena> some software called Virtual-something-or-other...
Ed> You know ... Microcycles sells everyone's software. If there is stuff for
the Mac, they will have it.
Evan> what's microcycles address pant pant
Ena> and that would allow you to read Window's software...and Also they
recommended Microcycles.
Ed> (looking ... hang on ...)
Ed> Microcycles ... P.O. Box 79219 ... Los Angeles, CA 90016
Ena> Kaye is on her way in...
Ed> Phone: 213-202-8337 or 800-829-2537
Ed> Those are old, they may not still be correct, but they're the ones I have.
Evan> Ena, is this the way the lectures work too. I'm into it!
Ena> but she's having problems...loading in!
Ena> Yes, it is, Evan...
Ena> Just like this!
Evan> I figured out a way to save choice tidbits already and have it load into a
text file for later reading
Ena> Well...tomorrow, I can send you the entire transcript!
Evan> Cool, I'll register tomorrow. send me the details and credit card info
etc.
Ed> In Windows, you should be able to cut-and-paste from the chat window. Not
sure if you can do that on a Mac, though.
Ena> Oh!
Evan> Yeah, cut and paste is exactly what I'm doing only it's faster and more
automatic. I'm being nervous about going out of the program. Netscape has a
tendency to crash when I do that. Don't know why
Evan> The little bottom window only takes so much text.
Ena> It does!
*** mikek has entered Lecture Hall from 173-15-253.ipt.aol.com.
Evan> That's probably why you guys are returning before it gets to the end,
n'est pas
Evan> Hi mikek
Ena> Hi mikek!
Evan> Where are you on from
Ena> Glad you could drop by! :)

mikek> Hi Ena, Hi Ed, Hi Evan>
Ed> Hi, Mike.
Ena> Evan's from Germany...where are you?
mikek> I'm the guy with all the connecting problems in Chicago
Ena> Oh! So you and Ed KNOW each other! :)
Evan> Ah, welcome. What are the problems so I have something to look forward to
Evan> This is my first time. I'm getting kind of frustrated not being able to
see your faces
mikek> I have been having problems getting bumped out by the server and no being
able to get back. It's crazy
Evan> Someday soon huh?
*** MaryO has entered Lecture Hall from pmj15.rt66.com.
Ena> Hi Mary!
Ena> Good to see you!
MaryO> Hi! :::waving:::
Ena> Mary...
Ed> Hi, Mary
Evan> Hi Mary, welcome!
Ena> Evan's from Germany and Mike's from Chicago!
Evan> Where are you calling from
MaryO> Hi, Evan...Mike :)
mikek> Jell-O
MaryO> I'm in Albuquerque
Evan> Ah! where it's warm. Got it
MaryO> well...it snowed here this morning <g>
mikek> Albuquerque, what a wonderful place
MaryO> yes...but I've got a crush on Chicago, too
Ed> I will be AFK for a minute ...
Evan> What's AFK
MaryO> And, Evan...where in Germany"
MaryO> AFK...absent from computer
Evan> Wiesbaden right outside Frankfurt
Evan> thanks
Evan> I mean thanks
Evan> This takes some getting used to
mikek> So, where's Kaye?
*** shinker has entered Lecture Hall from 171-205-54.ipt.aol.com.
Ena> We write all sorts of things, Evan...
MaryO> I've got family of sorts in Ansbach
MaryO> so I know where Wiesbaden is :)
Ena> and just get used to translating!
Evan> Ansbach they have a good beer
Evan> Ha
Ena> AH!
Ena> Here's Kaye!
MaryO> Yeah...my friend's stepson is a brewer there, Evan
mikek> Hello, Kaye Shinker..
Ena> Our prominent Lecturer!
Evan> Wiesbaden is known for its army hospital, it's where all the hostages get
taken upon release
MaryO> Hi, Kaye!
Ed> I'm back ... Hi, Kaye!
Evan> Hi Kaye, welcome!
Ena> Everyone...
Ena> Meet Kay Shinker
shinker> lecturer got caught in traffic
Ena> LOL!

Evan> Wie stehen die Aktien
Ena> Kaye,
Ena> Evan's from Germany...
Ena> Mike's from Chicago...
Ena> and someone you possibly know!
Ena> Mary's from New Mexico...
Ena> I'm from Houston! :)
shinker> shinker mean pig in German but tavern in Russian
Evan> Schinken
mikek> I like the Russian interpretation much better
Evan> Shinker gibt's nicht
Evan> aber Stinker
Evan> ist was anderes
Ena> Okay...shall we get started...
shinker> mike is in my chicago study group
Ena> Who wants to start off tonight's qustions?
Evan> Where are you Kaye
Ena> (I figured! :) )
shinker> first question
mikek> First, where is Kaye located
Ena> In her VAN!!!
Evan> Ha
mikek> You've got to be kidding?
shinker> yea mercury rx is over as is saturn mars conjunct tough on markets
Ena> Okay, guys...
shinker> kaye is in corpus christi
Ena> who has questions for Kaye?!
Evan> Not tough on Hewlett-Packard. I bought it 10 days ago and to my great
pleasure it jumped 8 points on Fri.
Evan> When was HWP born?
Evan> anyone know
mikek> Kaye, what do you expect for this early summer. Venus at 21 pisces
semisextile starun in Aries
mikek> Whoop Saturn in Aries
Evan> Kay do you compare the birth of individual companies and how do you do
whole industries
Ena> Okay...
Ena> Just a moment...
Evan> i mean industries
Ena> Let's let her answer these questions before we give her any others...
shinker> pick an april ipo and see how it does
Ena> remember she has to type her answers!
Evan> My fingers are running away from me
*** /wen has entered Lecture Hall from 168-201-21.ipt.aol.com.
Evan> hi /wen
Ena> (Kaye, you can scroll back if you need to read them all!) Hello Wen!
Ena> Kay is answering several questions...
shinker> example american dental partners or dearborn banccorp
*** /wen has left chat.
Evan> bye /wen
*** /wen has entered Lecture Hall from 168-201-21.ipt.aol.com.
Evan> hi /wen
Evan> welcome back
shinker> i start with industries like oil or steel, then choose the top five
Evan> top as measured by market share
*** /wen has left chat.
*** /wen has entered Lecture Hall from 168-201-21.ipt.aol.com.

shinker> companies and then look at their ipo charts
Evan> bye /wen
Evan> fickle guy that /wen
Evan> or is he having problems too
Ena> (seems to be having troubles! :( )
MaryO> On the ipo chart do you use the filing date or first trade date?
Evan> so the ipo is the birth
shinker> top means amount of market share and amount of capitalization
Evan> Do you take into consideration the incorporation date as well
*** sherilyn has entered Lecture Hall from 174-144-104.ipt.aol.com.
Evan> hi sherilyn
*** /wen has left chat.
shinker> no the ipo is the birth of the stock
sherilyn> Hi
Evan> I've noticed in observing charts that the trend seems to move in waves
mikek> Kaye, In previous meeting you mentioned trading in relation to a
'persons' own chart. Could you elaborate...Hi Sherilyn...missed you on tuesday!
Evan> is there a corresponding movement in the skies?
*** shinker has left chat.
Evan> Uh Oh
Ena> Oh Shoot!
Evan> Something I said
Ena> LOL!
Ena> Hi Sherilyn!
Evan> Where are you from sherilyn
MaryO> By ipo she means Initial Public Offering????
Ed> I think it was the chat server that bounced her
sherilyn> Hi, I guess I've missed everything.
sherilyn> I'm in Maryland.
*** shinker has entered Lecture Hall from 171-205-54.ipt.aol.com.
*** Evan has left chat.
Ena> Well, we were just really getting started, Sherilyn...and now Evan's left!
:(
Ed> but Kaye is back. :-)
sherilyn> Is this downloadable?
MaryO> Kaye, by ipo, do you mean Initial Public Offering, and how do you get
that date?
Ena> Hi Kaye! welcome back!
shinker> th se arneeyth trk paid the owner the business starts at that moment...
MaryO> ???
shinker> the horse won the race..
*** /wen has entered Lecture Hall from 168-207-248.ipt.aol.com.
mikek> I'm confused!
*** /wen has left chat.
Ena> Mike, ask your question again!
mikek> Which One!
*** shinker has left chat.
*** hollyl has entered Lecture Hall from d2-17.inxpress.net.
Ena> shoot!
Ena> Never mind!
*** shinker has entered Lecture Hall from 171-205-54.ipt.aol.com.
Ena> :D
Ena> NOW Mike ask one of your questions again!
*** George has entered Lecture Hall from 168-207-248.ipt.aol.com.
shinker> the track paid the winning horse and the business started
mikek> Kaye, what aspects should one look at in relation to their natal.
shinker> conjunctions they are the best

mikek> What conjunct what?
*** Evan has entered Lecture Hall from pppin11.mainz.rhein-zeitung.DE.
Ena> Hi Again!
Ena> Mike has just asked a question!
shinker> our successful business sun was conjunct my sun steves horse business
has jupiter conjunct his mercury
Evan> Netscape crashed and I had to restart
Ena> :(
mikek> But in general, what conjunct what?
Ena> Are you talking about YOUR business or in general.
Evan> I'm kind of an astrological beginner what's 'My sun'
shinker> think about business what rules the product you probably have something
in that sign
shinker> any individuals business ena it also helps to have a point or planet in
capricorn
Evan> in the ipo or in your chart
Evan> uh chart
shinker> if you are helping someone else then look at their chart's planet sign
mikek> Evan, to where your "sun" is in your natal chart.
Evan> ah thanks
shinker> if you buy stock in a company it is now your business. steve loves
Loral. its sun is conjunct his sun. he bought and sold it on time.
mikek> What do you mean "on time"
shinker> hewlett packard's sun is 26 pisces jupiter is in pisces hold it till
feb and you will make money
*** shinker has left chat.
Ena> Oops!
*** shinker has entered Lecture Hall from 171-205-54.ipt.aol.com.
Evan> Ok
Evan> why Feb.
mikek> Jupiter goes out of Pisces in Feb 99
Evan> Man, I really need software, or are you doing this all in your heads
shinker> on time is when there is novoc moon and mercury is direct for starters
Ena> No we do have software! :)
Evan> :) these are new too
mikek> An Ephemeris!
Evan> So what was the ranging that HWP was doing over the past 6 or 7 weeks and
why did it move up to a new high on Fri?
Evan> Feb 99 is a middle to long range outlook. Is there anything shorter range
to watch
shinker> evan you need software until you get it check my web page for good and
bad business day days or sign up for classes mike has taken every one of mine
in chicago
Evan> Where's your page?
MaryO> Could you give us your web page URL? Couldn't get it off the front page
here...
shinker> jupiter is not the only factor evan
Evan> How would you calculate a faster moving one?
mikek> One "what"
Evan> A 10 or 15 day cycle would correspond with what? the moon, Mercury?
shinker> buy software or take astronomy lessons or the cycle wasn't 10-15 days
on hp....
*** shinker has left chat.
mikek> 10 days is half of either the 'new' or 'full' moon cycle1
Evan> HWP has been wiggling pretty consistently over the past few weeks. I
bought it on that basis with not a lot of down risk (it looked like) The ability
to see those wiggles a week in advance for example could be very profitable

sherilyn> Evan, are you day trading?
Evan> So what exactly in the relationship between the moon and jupiter in this
case would be advantageous to watch. or do I understand wrong
*** shinker has entered Lecture Hall from 171-205-54.ipt.aol.com.
Evan> Not day trading but I have an account which I think of as 'play money'
which has a pretty high turnover
Ed> Evan, I think Kaye was saying to watch Jupiter (among others) with respect
to the company's "natal" chart
Evan> Small losses, like 2 or 300 with big gains like 1 or 2 thousand
shinker> the draeenus and moon they are hard. that is lesson678910
Evan> in relation to your natal chart or the company's moon?
shinker> venus and the moon should appear above
shinker> venus and the moon should appear above
*** shinker has left chat.
*** shinker has entered Lecture Hall from 171-205-54.ipt.aol.com.
mikek> Ena, do you know the lessons Kaye is referring to?
Evan> and where do you get them
MaryO> And, ed, do you know Kaye's URL???
Ena> Kaye is going to be giving some lessons here soon...
Evan> by chicago does she mean actually physically taking the course or online
Ena> Is that what you're talking about Kaye?
Ed> I forget offhand, Mary ... we have a link at our Links page.
Ed> Lemme go grab it.
shinker> one planet in the company 's chart should connect to one planet in
your chart
Ena> It's linked, Ed!
Ena> I have her linked!
mikek> Ena, the link doesn't work!
sherilyn> Kaye's address is shinker@aol.com
Evan> and her page
Ed> I know, Ena. I'll get the URL just for the transcript here, though
Evan> thanks
Ed> (and .. the link was working a few days ago)
shinker> i will write the lessons on line starting in mid june
mikek> My system-bug again?
Ena> Oh Okay!
mikek> Back to questions?! What do you see for the market for this summer?!
Evan> which market?
*** George has left chat.
mikek> New York!
shinker> the idea is to work with mercury rx first think of things you bought
in april how are they working out
Ed> For the record, Kaye's URL is
Ed> http://www.theparadox.com/kayeshinker
Evan> Yeah
Evan> thanks
*** /wen has entered Lecture Hall from 168-207-248.ipt.aol.com.
MaryO> thanks, ed
/wen> I was having a great deal of trouble.
Evan> Kaye, do you have any good "shorting" suggestions
Evan> Yahoo, US Bancorp, Dell,
Ena> Yes, Wen...you need to write a report in the Technical Report!
Ena> I know it must be frustrating for you!
Evan> Are interest rates going up in May, how would you calculate something like
that?
shinker> ny se will have technical problems and it will be difficult to assess
the performance but the dow will probably hover in the 90000 region

/wen> Do you know how a person obtains the "birth" charts of a company? And do
you know what kind of aspects the chart should make to your own natal chart?
Evan> Whoa buy buy buy
/wen> Thank you Ena, you are quite kind. By the way Evan, I am a woman.
Evan> Why are you telling me that?
Ena> :)
*** /wen has left chat.
*** /wen has entered Lecture Hall from 168-207-248.ipt.aol.com.
Evan> ;)
Ena> You kept calling her a guy, Evan!
/wen> yes.
Evan> I did...sorry
mikek> Kaye, if a stock was bought in Rx Mercury will it improve when Mercury
goes direct.
/wen> ok. It is all right.
Evan> It must have been the / that threw me off
/wen> Really. What does that mean?
shinker> wen i have a lot of them but i charge $5 evan no rates up in May, no
shorts in this market
Evan> Thanks
Evan> How did you figure the rates?
/wen> Yes, but what of the aspects?
MaryO> Kaye, for foreign stocks, how much attention do you pay to the nation's
chart?
Evan> Good question
shinker> no interest rates are figured on the chart of the usa and the fed
reserve4 and president alan greenspan
Evan> About the rates, do you figure Greenspans b'day
Ena> Kaye are you still here?
shinker> sure his birthday helps but the others are important also take a look
at tokyos stock exchange birthday it is may 16 1949
/wen> I was born on May 16! :)
shinker> mary the nation's chart is very important for interest rates the whole
exchange is important for its stock market
mikek> Kaye, did you get my Mercury question!?
shinker> may 16 1949 at 9:00 in tokyo?
/wen> Does this mean that a person should invest with a certain stock extern?
/wen> exchange, I mean.
shinker> buying on mercury rx probably means you will not sell till the next one
mikek> Thanks!
sherilyn> Kaye, do you have the birth data of the NYSE?
Evan> Have you done any back testing over say a 20 year period on individual
stocks and their sensitivity to these kinds of movements? I'd be interested in
the statistics and which sytems are more effective.
shinker> sure why not money is money the nyse is may 17 1792 at 4:56 pm gmt nyny
*** Ed has left chat.
Evan> It seems to me that the danger is being to subjective in your own analysis
/wen> Good point. Well done!
Evan> But I've always had the strong sense that most stocks, especially those in
a trend move to a sort of rhythm
shinker> evan i never buy a stock that is not back tested to see if the chart
and the company work together
Evan> How do you back test with astrological systems
Evan> Software again!!!
Evan> and that very few traders have a sense of that rhythm
/wen> There is a great deal of software out there. I have solarfire4
Evan> Thanks guy, uh /wen

Evan> Only kidding
Ena> That's what I'd like to sell him, Wen!
/wen> Maybe they don't know. They should.
Ena> But he has a Mac!
Evan> Is there solarfire 4 for Mac
Evan> yes
mikek> But you really need to know astrology! And the market!
Evan> I'm starting to realize that
shinker> they move according to their own rhythm in the stock club we chart
these movements usually they work.
mikek> Then Walgreen's was a blip?
Evan> Statistics percentages how do they look and how do you figure them
shinker> yes mike there is also the Io software it is better
/wen> Io?
/wen> Evan, may I ask where are you from? are you away from computer stores?
Evan> I'm in Germany but my parents come over a lot and I get to the states once
or twice a year
*** hollyl has left chat.
MaryO> I'm in NM, /wen, and our stores don't carry quality astrological software
either...just game level
/wen> Oh, I am from Wyoming. And I had to order my software.
*** Evan has left chat.
/wen> I understand. You are a group of really nice folks.
*** mikek has left chat.
/wen> Why is everyone leaving?
Ena> Thank you Wen!
shinker> sell walgreens before nov when blip is over, Io has a web page
*** mikek has entered Lecture Hall from 173-15-253.ipt.aol.com.
Ena> We're pleased to have you here! :)
/wen> What is Io, please? Your welcome, Ena.
/wen> Do you know how pluto may figure into this? I think that pluto was
involved with the 1929 crash.
shinker> wen no stores carry astrology software you have to order it we are not
a big market.
*** Evan has entered Lecture Hall from pppin11.mainz.rhein-zeitung.DE.
Evan> What'd I miss netscape crashed just when it was getting good
mikek> Kaye, please, what is Io?
Evan> Is anyone here?
/wen> Is it an asteroid?
Ena> Io is one of Jupiter's moons...is that what you're speaking of, Kaye?
mikek> I think it is the name of a software package!
shinker> IO is at 2034446641
Ena> Oh! :\
Evan> do they have a web page
sherilyn> Is it only a financial program?
/wen> Well said.
Evan> and do they feature the Mac platform
Evan> I can see I'm going to be spending a lot of money on software over the
next weeks
shinker> right back to markets and theory you asked about aspect consider first
the conjunction of transiting Jupiter
/wen> Evan, if it makes you feel any better. My parents still use their old
apple 2e
Evan> Ha, they must crash more then I do
*** shinker has left chat.
Ena> Have most of you had most of your questions answered?
/wen> that is just it. The computer doesn't crash

/wen> Well. I came in late. Is there a waiting list for the classes?
Evan> It's really been great but my eyes are getting very heavy. Bye all and
thanks. Ena, I'll contact you tomorrow
MaryO> I'd still like some ipo definition
*** Evan has left chat.
mikek> I have a few less than a 'million' more questions!
Ena> Interesting... the Apple 2e is before Computer Crashes...Yes...I thought so
Mary!
sherilyn> Ena, I have loads of questions.
Ena> I've not heard of that particular software...
Ena> But Evan...Microcycles sells just about everything on the market...
Ena> and their number for all the rest of you is
Ena> 1-800-829-2537
mikek> IPO is initial public offering, the day the stock was first traded at a
particular exchange!
sherilyn> Mike, any book titles to recommend for the beginning financial
astrologer?
/wen> When are the next set of classes going to be?
Ena> You've not even gotten a chance to talk, have you sherilyn!
sherilyn> I listen.
Ena> They start the week of July 6th, Wen.
*** shinker has entered Lecture Hall from 173-238-135.ipt.aol.com.
sherilyn> How long is the classes?
Ena> I'll be putting out the new schedule next weel.
Ena> Are you talking about Kaye's classes, Sherilyn?
Ena> Or my classes.
sherilyn> Yes
/wen> Thanks. I am taking a natal astrology course. Does that put in any
particular elective or core class?
shinker> sorry crashed
Ena> Wen...
mikek> Sherilyn my library on financial is about 30 books, not all astrology. I
recommend Bill Meridian's book for $55.oo, then get Barbara Kovals.
Ena> Kaye's classes will start before that...
Ena> they will start in June.
MaryO> Kaye, is ipo date same as first trade date?
/wen> ok. But I'll finish my natal course around july.
Ena> You're welcome to take ANY of the courses...but the "core" classes, you
must start at 101.
shinker> sherilyn take the class then buy a calendar and reread my lecture
/wen> Thank you. Now I am going to be quiet.
Ena> Kaye, Mary has been asking about the ipo since the beginning...can you give
her a word or so on that?
shinker> mary o yes first trade and ipo are same
Ena> :-)
MaryO> thanks...looking forward to your class, kaye
*** /wen has left chat.
Ena> Well...
Ena> are there any outstanding questions that haven't been asked?
MaryO> Thanks everyone...in order to pay for all those classes, I've got to go
meet with a client now myself .
MaryO> Good night all
*** MaryO has left chat.
*** MaryO has entered Lecture Hall from pmj15.rt66.com.
*** MaryO has left chat.
Ena> Kaye...
Ena> what do you say...

shinker> bill merridian has a book planetary stock trading $55 666 5th ave #402
nyny 10103
Ena> do you think it's about time to wind-up?
mikek> Kaye, Since there are only a few left. What is the significance of an
intercepted house in a company's chart. Or traders chart
Ena> You're fingers must be exhausted by now! :)
Ena> Oh good question!
mikek> Are we still connected?
Ena> I think so!
Ena> Kaye, did you see Mike's question?
Ena> Kaye are you in distress?
*** shinker has left chat.
Ena> I think she was having problems.
sherilyn> I think it's over?
*** shinker has entered Lecture Hall from 173-238-135.ipt.aol.com.
Ena> Here she is!
Ena> Kaye are you okay...
Ena> can you answer Mike's question, or have you had it for tonight?
mikek> Ena, I have a few questions about the 102 lectures!
Ena> Okay...
Ena> Since it's mostly 102 folk left! :)
shinker> mike they hide things in intercepted houses 2 and 8 are not good
interceptions
mikek> Where did you get the info. on manifesting?
Ena> manifesting?
mikek> Manifesting, yes
Ena> Are you on the 3rd Archetype?
mikek> Yes.
Ena> Where "thoughts create one's reality"?
mikek> Kaye, what about traders intercepted in the 5th
mikek> Ena, yes!
Ena> I got it from many sources...it's possibly stuff I heard here and there,
unless I actually quote someone...
Ena> then I say who I'm quoting...
Ena> What particular part are you referring to?
mikek> OK
Ena> You may write me anytime, Mike, with whatever question you have.
mikek> Ena, I'll get in touch via E-mail
shinker> 5th i don't have enough research yet
mikek> Thanks, Kaye!
mikek> Kaye, when are you in Chi-town
shinker> seeya mike, serna will call
sherilyn> Thank you all , see you in class.
Ena> Are we all ready to call it a night?
*** sherilyn has left chat.
mikek> Thanks, I gotta go! As always it was a pleasure.
Ena> Thank you SOOO much Kaye!
shinker> think all are gone
Ena> Thank you for being here Mike!
mikek> Bye All
*** mikek has left chat.
Ena> Bye Mike
Ena> Now, all are gone, Kaye
shinker> byeeee
Ena> Thank you...
Ena> Have a good evening! and I'll talk to you soon...
Ena> I really do appreciate your work here!

shinker> it was a lot of fun especially when the students were talking. you can
see there is absolutely no background work on this subject that is written
Ena> You're on to a good one! :)
Ena> Bye!
*** shinker has left chat.
*** Ena has left chat.

